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Hi, I’m Will Vale and I’ve been making games for a while. I worked in the UK for several years at Particle Systems in Sheffield, and started contracting for Guerrilla fairly soon after emigrating to this hemisphere.
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Guerrilla is a first party Sony studio that’s been traditionally known for really amazing art and technology. While we haven’t always had the most efficient workflow we’ve paid a lot of attention to that over the development of KZ4 and Horizon and we’re getting good at it.

Because the studio is big, workflow is probably the most important optimisation critierion. Any wasted time is scaled up by the large team size.

But performance is important too, since good workflow tends to mean more and better content for the engine to deal with.

Our in-house engine is Decima, it’s been used to create the Killzone series of games across multiple platforms, and Horizon and Kojima Productions’ Death Stranding on Playstation 4. 
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The Killzone games are relatively linear first person shooters with narrower areas connecting wider play spaces. Horizon was a huge departure from this – we wanted a large open world full of detail, and this obviously created some challenges for the engine. The variable content density and the need to keep headroom for spontaneous enemy encounters made for an interesting problem.
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Before talking about what we did, I’ll talk a little about where we started from with Horizon’s visibility.
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Our 3D models as seen by the game are a tree of MeshResourceswhich can be arbitrarily complex. We have Lod meshes which select between different branches, and Multimeshes to place branches relative to the root. And at the leaves we have static meshes containing the geometry. There are other leaf node types but they’re not relevant to this talk.

It’s a very flexible system, which is good for building different content workflows, but makes it harder to nail down and extract typical behaviours when optimising.
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We place instances of mesh resources in the world as DrawableObjects. These have a more efficient encoding of the MeshResource tree which is used at runtime.

One particular issue is that no mesh resource knows that it’s the root of a tree, it’s only when placed by a DrawableObject that this is made clear.

The leaf nodes of this tree contain DrawableSetups, which are what we feed the renderer. Each is a chunk of geometry with the shaders (and state) needed to render it. They isolate the renderer from the rest of the content.
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In KZ3 we also occlusion-culled each object and setup using software occlusion culling on the PS3 SPUs.

In KZ4 we used middleware for static content, which handled all visibility including occlusion.
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Queries are CPU jobs which are part of the general rendering job graph. We have a flexible job architecture on the CPU – most code (and all rendering code) runs in jobs.
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This system wasn’t good enough for the world size of Horizon, we needed to reduce the complexity of the Kd-Tree since we’d be rebuilding it often as content streamed, and we wanted to run fewer MeshInstanceTree queries since these were expensive.

We also had the problem that the scene API was really aimed at few, large objects, and the building blocks which create Horizon’s world are a vast number of tiny objects.
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So what did we build instead?
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We had visibility middleware in KZ4 which caused workflow problems as we needed to precompute visibility data and this just didn’t fit into how we were working. It increased the time needed to properly test changes – we could start the game without it, but then artists had to wait for the baking process to finish in the background before they could see things as they should be. We still shipped the game with it, but we didn’t think we could fit it into Horizon.

I found it quite hard to give up the idea of precomputation, but it is liberating – if you don’t have to wait for baking processes you can test code changes quickly as well.

Obviously we also needed to handle new content and handle it faster.
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We built a single-purpose system to ease the load on the existing multi-purpose system. The StaticScene handles just static geometry, since that’s what we have vastly more of. 

We could use the existing system to handle the remaining dynamic geometry and run the jobs in parallel.

We also aimed to use the PS4’s asynchronous compute capability, since we thought that would better handle the amount of content, and would be relatively easy to synchronize with the CPU.
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Since we wanted to feed relatively flat data to compute, we had to constrain the complex MeshResource trees.

It turns out that many of our static resources looked like this, with a top-level LodMeshResource selecting between one or more LODs of building blocks, and one or more LODs of collapsed geometry created by export tools. The building blocks themselves have LOD nodes, but in the collapsed geometry that’s simplified away.
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The key observation was that two LOD levels were enough to represent all those trees. We call these parent and child, and they have the bounds of the LodMeshResource and the LOD bracket for one of the branches. 

A leaf is visible if and only if both parent and child LODs are selected.

To avoid special cases, we add “empty” LOD levels so everything has two.

Any content that didn’t fit this moved to the dynamic system and the artists removed it over time.
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To cull all this data we needed some spatial structure. At the top level we split the world into StaticTiles, which are sometimes true spatial tiles, and sometimes other things like settlements or encounters. These are defined by the streaming system, and the StaticScene doesn’t get to choose.

The tiles are created immutable and can’t be updated, which simplifies things.
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A tile is mostly flat buffers of GPU data, with a list of clusters used on the CPU for first-pass culling.
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Since shipping Horizon we’ve made some changes to support batch rendering, which I’ll talk about later. The data formats I’m describing are the new ones since I didn’t think there’d be time to cover both. Briefly, we used to have smaller QueryInstances and larger QuerySetups since each DrawableSetup had its own local-to-object space transform. For batching we remove the transforms from the DrawableSetups and instead use the DrawableSetup’slocation in the MeshResourceTree to define a local-to-object space transform.

To save space, all the elements other than the QueryInstance are hashed and stored exactly once per tile, with the instances looking them up by index. Again, this is a post-shipping change.

The data is mostly indices, some filters bits to indicate visual meshes and different types of shadowcaster, and the parent and child LOD ranges for the leaf the instance is in.

As it stands now there’s not much room to grow!
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Each unique QuerySetup and QueryObject is stored once per tile, so packing these structures isn’t as important.

The game world uses a high-precision coordinate system to avoid problems caused by floating point precision loss away from origin, and the renderer works in a floating space which follows the camera. We pass in a high precision object transform based on a 1m integer grid and the query shader subtracts the snapped camera origin and outputs floating space transforms to the renderer.

The QuerySetup has accurate local bounding information which we use for frustum culling. We could use the LOD bounds but they’re always an overestimate.
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Our streaming system loads and unloads objects on a background thread, since loading can happen over several frames. The StaticScene receives sets of added and removed objects, with the adds and removes guaranteed to match up so we don’t have to deal with partial unloads.

Generally a group of added objects creates a single StaticTile, but if the tile would have a lot of QueryInstances (more than 24K) we split it up. Likewise if it would have very few (under 1K) we add these to a special “orphan” tile.

All the heavy lifting (spatial partitioning, memory allocation etc.) happens on the streaming thread, the main thread just has to make tiles active when they’re available.
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We need a spatial partition to break up the data, and we have a couple of levels for this. The StaticTiles provide the first level since they’re generally coherent already, and we create a partially spatial partition within each tile to define clusters. 

We generate a sort key for each QueryInstance using filter bits, maxmimum LOD range, and Morton number. The filter allows us to quickly discard clusters that aren’t relevant to a query, and the LOD range does a similar thing for dense areas of content. Below this the Morton numbers give a degreee of spatial coherence.

After sorting, we use the changes in sort keys to define clusters, again with a minimum size of 4K instances to help with load balancing. Each cluster is a potential compute job.
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Morton numbers, introduced by Guy Macdonald Morton, are a way of mapping between N-dimensional coordinates and a one-dimensional value.

We start by quantising a position to some integer grid, and interleave the components bit-by-bit to produce a single number. In 3D this is like building an octree, and the increasing Morton numbers follow a Z-order curve like the one in the picture.

They’re pretty easy to compute with bit tricks, and if the Morton numbers are close together, then the positions are generally close together too so these are useful for quick and dirty spatial structuring. There are better but more expensive curves available, such as the Hilbert curve.
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Having built our data we want to execute queries on it, and like the old system we create a CPU job to do this within the render job graph. This can run in parallel with the dynamic query job so the latencies don’t add up.

We use the tile and cluster hierarchy to skip as many clusters as possible, and dispatch one compute job for each visible cluster. Then the CPU job waits for compute to finish. This is nice and simple and avoids having our CPU job scheduler synchronise mixed job types.

Usually when waiting for a result like this, we’d pick up more work from the scheduler to avoid idling, but in this case we opt not to since the wait is generally short and we’re really after minimal latency.
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The GPU jobs we dispatch use a single uber shader which is specialised into a handful of compile time variants. These all have reduced instruction and register count versus the generic shader, which helps the GPU compute units run more wavefronts at a time. 

We only use the generic shader when query options are switched from their default settings, which is a debug only thing.

The shader is pretty long, around 1500 instructions in most cases.
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Within the compute job, each thread loads a QueryInstance and tests the filter bits to see if it can skip all the work.

Otherwise it goes ahead and indirectly loads the bounds and matrices in order to perform the LOD and visibility tests. If at least the parent LOD test passes, we do both child LOD and accurate visibility tests since we need both results to update the LOD fade states.

We also check mesh streaming availability at this point – if vertex and index data is streamed out we can’t draw the object.
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Once the tests are complete, we can update the LOD fade state using the results and the previous frame’s value. This only happens for the player camera queries at the moment.

If the instance is invisible, we stop, otherwise we allocate space for it in the output buffer. Since this is shared by all jobs and threads in the query, we have to synchronise access using a global counter updated atomically.

Once we have an address, each thead can write the DrawableSetup and transform to the output buffer.
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I’m going to talk in more detail about our compute work now, so I’ll just go over some basic terms.
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All our atomic operations are aggregated across a wavefront’sthreads. This means that instead of using one atomic per thread we use one per wavefront.

This saves a lot of memory traffic, and is a drop-in replacement for standard atomics.
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In this diagram, the rows of boxes show threads within a single simplified eight-thread wavefront, and the contents show what that thread is looking at during a particular stage of the process. So each column represents values in a single thread. This is obviously simplified since each thread will have several live registers at any time rather than just the one-per-row shown here.

The rounded boxes on the right show global buffers elsewhere in GPU memory, which are being operated on by this wavefront and many others at the same time.

We start with some active threads (coloured boxes) which want to write to the output buffer.

We create a bitmask of the active threads using ballot(), which is a scalar value, i..e the same for each thread.

We also create a prefix sum over the bitmask, by adding up all the bit values to the left of the thread in question. This is different for each thread as you can see.

Lastly we sum the bits in the bitmask, which is scalar again.

We then select the first thread and have it perform the global atomic, adding the sum of bits to the global counter value.
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We get back the original value and distribute it to each thread, and finally each thread adds the prefix sum and writes to that address. As you can see the writes are compact and ordered by the prefix sum.
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And here’s the code for that. ballot(true) gives us a mask for active threads.

We select the first active thread by comparing the current thread’s ID to the first active thread’s value for that ID.

Then the first thread counts the bits in the mask and adds that to the global counter.

Each thread then retrieve’s the first active thread’s result, and finally adds the prefix sum to get its own counter value.
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So that covers how the system is put together, 

I’m now going to talk about some brand new work which didn’t ship in Horizon.
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In the Horizon renderer, after the query is complete we sort the visible DrawableSetups by their geometry and shader (as well as the usual sort criteria like depth)

At the back end of the renderer, we collect batches with consistent geometry and shader, and draw those as a single draw call. This gives us good batching because we can see all the DrawableSetups, but means we paid the CPU cost for all the individual DrawableSetups in the render pipeline.

We also only supported this for key passes like deferred geometry and shadowmap rendering, since it needed more machinery in the back end.

We wanted to remove this extra CPU and scratch memory cost by doing the batching in the query instead, at the very front of the pipeline. The batch quality is lower since the GPU only sees a cluster of objects at a time, but it’s still pretty good. Currently we’re using both systems but I’m hoping we can turn off the last minute batching in future.
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To do batching well, we removed transforms from the DrawableSetups entirely so they could be shared more effectively between instances and resources. Without this we didn’t have a good enough sharing rate.

Instead of writing DrawableSetups and transforms, we write DrawableSetupBatches, which are effectively heads for batch lists of DrawableSetupInstances. The batches contain bounds for all the instances, batch lengths etc. and the instances have the transforms and some other renderer state.

These go in scratch memory and they’re only written for what we can see, so again dense packing isn’t super critical
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On the CPU, we extend the QueryInstance sort key to sort by DrawableSetup, and flag QueryInstances with a bit when this changes. So now we only have one bit free of our two!

On the GPU, we uses this bits to group threads by DrawableSetup, do the normal visibility tests, have each active thread write a DrawableSetupInstance and then have the first active thread in each group about a DrawableSetupBatch to the output. 
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Again we’re looking at a simplified wavefront here. The letters show the QueryInstance being processed by each thread, and the colours the groups of DrawableSetups.

We start by loading the group end bit from the QueryInstance, and taking a prefix sum over this to get a group index. You can see that each coloured group has been identified by a consistent index.

We then do the normal visibility testing and end up with a subset of active threads representing visible instances.

The active threads then write their instances to the first output buffer, using aggregated atomics as before.

They also collate their batch properties in LDS arrays shared by the entire wavefront. These are the circles, and here I’m showing each thread adding the value one to the group’s array slot to create the batch lengths. In the real shader we also collate the bounds and other per-batch information.

The first active thread in each group reads back the batch data and writes the batch to the output buffer. It knows how to point to the correct instance since it was the thread that wrote the first instance in the batch.

I know this is a bit confusing, here are a couple more examples that might help.
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This example shows what happens if there’s one big batch. Everything gets collated to group index zero and we output one batch for the whole wavefront.

The group index is zero for each thread, since they’re all in the same group.

The instances written are the same

All threads collate to group zero’s entry so we get a count of four instances in the batch

And finally there’s one group so we only write one entry to the batch buffer, pointing again to the start of the list of four instances.
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And this is when all the DrawableSetups are different. Here the group indices are the same as the thread indices. This is basically the setup before we had batching in the shader.

Here all the group end bits are set, so each thread gets a different group index.

We write the same list of instances as before.

But when we collate, each thread has its own group so we get batches of length one.

And each active thread writes out its batch, giving four batches of one instance each.

Phew.
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This scheme is pretty simple, and that gives us some big advantages – we don’t need any extra machinery, storage, or passes. For example if we generated linked lists of setups in each batch, we’d need another pass to flatten those into something the renderer can consume. Here we don’t.

We do lose some of the spatial coherence since we have to sort by setup first, but that only affects the efficiency of the culling hierarchy, not the renderer.

The downside is really that the max batch size is limited to the wavefront size, but this doesn’t hurt much in practice – it’s still a 64-fold saving.

We also use a chunk of LDS, but since our shader uses a lot of registers the LDS isn’t hurting occupancy – we can still run as many wavefronts.
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So that’s where we are now.
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The static scene handles a lot of data – usually 500K up to 1.5 million instances which could potentially be visible to a single camera position.

The GPU data to represent this isn’t too big, but as always we’d like it to be smaller.

The query time is also pretty consistent, the shadow queries are usually faster since they have different frusta and somewhat relaxed LOD criteria.

Changes we made for batching were very valuable, removing about two thirds of the work from the render pipeline without changing query times much if at all.
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I thought I’d show some pics to finish up, to give an idea of what the static content actually looks like. Here’s a chunk of random jungle, which doesn’t have a lot of static content. 

It’s mostly terrain and vegetation and those are both dynamic systems with a lot of regeneration at runtime.
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If we remove the static geometry, we can see the rocks and some hand-placed trees vanish.
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But if we visualise the static DrawableSetups there are still an awful lot of them!
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Meridian is the opposite, it’s nearly all static geometry
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As you can see, there’s just terrain, a bit of vegetation, and the animated characters left.
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And the static scene density is so high that you can’t really make it out!
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Where are we going from here? Well, we were pretty cautious with compute since this was one of the first complicated things we did with it. So we want to move more of the system from the CPU to the GPU, and ideally much of the query output on the GPU so the renderer doesn’t need to touch it, just feed it forward to the shaders later.

More importantly, we want to have the static scene take on more dynamic content, in particular the placed meshes, which don’t change all the time but often enough that the current tile creation wouldn’t be quick enough. 
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To conclude, compute is great on PS4 and well worth making use of.

I also think that simple solutions are great – do things that aren’t complicated, but do lots of them fast.

Work within the workflow to avoid slowing down or annoying your content creators, and build to scale for all the content they’re going to create. For Horizon the content grew very fast at the end of the project but by tweaking our minimum sizes we could generally cope with this quite well.
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Thanks to my colleages at Guerrilla, particularly, Michiel, Jeroenand the tech team for help and support, and Roland for the awesome slide designs.
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